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Abstract—Partitioning n independent sporadic real-time tasks
among m identical processors is known to be an NP-hard in the
strong sense (by transformation from bin-packing). Therefore,
current research on partitioning has focused on developing
and analyzing various heuristics and approximation algorithms.
However, currently only “loose” fundamental limits of approximation (trivially based on the known limits for bin packing and
partitioning periodic tasks) are known for partitioning sporadic
tasks . In this position paper, we briefly summarize known
resource-augmentation approximation ratio results for sporadic
task systems and argue for further theoretic investigation of
approximation schemes and lower bounds for this problem. We
believe the results of such an investigation will be invaluable
(beyond their theoretic implications) to the real-time multicore
system designer; such results will inform the system designer on
the relative benefits and disadvantages of various task allocation
strategies.
Index Terms—partitioned scheduling; sporadic task systems;
resource augmentation; approximation algorithms

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multicore processor architectures are quickly becoming the
platform of choice in a variety of computational domains.
The success of the multicore architecture is due, in part,
to well-known benefits such as increased concurrency, decreased power-consumption, and better heat-dissipation. Recently, several chip manufacturers (e.g., Intel, Freescale, and
P.A. Semi) have released symmetric multi-processing (SMP)based multicore architectures for the embedded systems domain [22]. The widespread introduction and success of these
multicore platforms in embedded systems (and other realtime system domain areas) has elevated the need for effective
multiprocessor real-time scheduling algorithms and analysis.
However, from a scheduling-theoretic perspective, only the
multiprocessor scheduling of the simplest of task models
or applications is well understood; for more complex task
models or applications, numerous open questions remain. To
completely and effectively utilize the benefits of multicore
processors for complex real-time systems, it is evident that
further investigation of multiprocessor scheduling of general
task models is required. Furthermore, real-time multicore
system designers are also interested in accounting for other
real-world complexities (e.g., shared global resources) along
with more general task models; hence, it behooves us to
have a complete fundamental understanding of multiprocessor

scheduling for general task models that may be used as a
foundation for approaches that address more complex system
issues.
§Our Context. A useful general model of real-time work is
the sporadic task model [20]. A sporadic task, denoted τi ,
is characterized by a three tuple, (ei , di , pi ) where ei is the
worst-case execution requirement, di is the relative deadline,
and pi is the minimum inter-arrival separation parameter
(historically, called the “period”). A sporadic task τi may
produce a (potentially infinite) sequence of jobs where each
job has an execution requirement of ei time units and must
complete di time units after its arrival. The first job of
τi may arrive at any time after system-start time; however,
successive jobs of τi must arrive at least pi time units apart. A
def
sporadic task system τ = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τn } is a collection of n
sporadic tasks. Two special subclasses of sporadic task systems
are constrained-deadline and arbitrary-deadline sporadic task
systems. A constrained-deadline sporadic task system have
di ≤ pi for each task τi ∈ τ . An arbitrary-deadline sporadic
task system places no restriction on the relative value of a
task’s relative deadline or period parameter. The sporadic task
model is a generalization of other simpler models such as
the Liu and Layland (LL) task model [18] which implicitly
required that the relative deadline of each task equal its period.
LL task systems may be considered a subclass of sporadic task
systems also called implicit-deadline sporadic task systems.
For multiprocessor scheduling, two common scheduling
paradigms are global and partitioned. Global scheduling,
alternatively, permits that a job may migrate freely between
processors. In partitioned scheduling, each task is statically
assigned to a processor (prior to system runtime) and all jobs
generated by the task execute only on its assigned processor.
For either multiprocessor scheduling paradigm, the scheduling
algorithm must determine at every moment which jobs (among
the set of active jobs) will execute on the processing platform.
Priority-driven scheduling algorithms determine the order of
execution among jobs by assigning each job a priority based on
a particular rule. For example, the earliest-deadline-first (EDF)
scheduling algorithm [18] prioritizes jobs according to their
absolute deadline. The deadline-monotonic (DM) scheduling
algorithm [17] prioritizes jobs proportional to the inverse of the
relative deadline of its task. For this paper, we focus only on

partitioned scheduling of sporadic task systems where either
EDF or DM is used to schedule each individual processor.
A task system τ is said to be feasible on a multiprocessor platform, if for any legal sequence of job arrivals
of τ there exists a schedule on the platform in which all
deadlines are meet. A task system τ is A-schedulable if a
given multiprocessor scheduling algorithm A meets all job
deadlines for τ on the platform for all possible legal arrival
sequences of τ . A multiprocessor scheduling algorithm A is
optimal, if, given any task τ feasible on a given processing platform, τ is also A-schedulable. All known tractable
solutions for the partitioning of sporadic task system are
not optimal. Therefore, researchers have used concepts from
approximation to measure the relative theoretic efficacy of
various partitioning approaches. Resource augmentation [23]
is one such technique for comparing the relative “goodness” of
multiprocessor scheduling algorithm. Resource augmentation
works by comparing a given scheduling algorithm A against
the performance of a hypothetically optimal scheduling algorithm. The resource-augmentation metric is as follows: a
scheduling algorithm A has a resource-augmentation speedapproximation ratio of ρ ≥ 1, if, for any task system τ that
is feasible upon a multiprocessor platform of m unit-speed
processors, τ is guaranteed to be A-schedulable on a platform
of m processors each of speed ρ.
§Paper Objectives. The goal of our paper is two-fold: (1)
briefly summarize known theoretical results concerning the
partitioned scheduling of sporadic real-time tasks and (2)
identify important open theoretic questions for future research.
To accomplish this, the remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. Section II briefly describes the computational
challenges of partitioning sporadic task systems. Section III
summarizes the known research on partitioning. Section IV
proposes some open questions whose solutions would (at
least partially) address the difficulty of approximation for
partitioning.
II. C HALLENGES
Three fundamental computational challenges are present in
the development of partitioning algorithms for multiprocessor
platforms:
1) Bin-packing is NP-complete in the strong sense:
The bin-packing problem (e.g., see [16]) determines
whether n one-dimensional (differently) sized items can
be packed into m bins each of size B. Since the binpacking problem is polynomially transformable to partitioning for LL tasks, partitioning LL tasks is also NPcomplete in the strong sense. This intractability result
extends to partitioning of sporadic tasks since general
sporadic tasks are a generalization of LL tasks.
2) Pseudo-polynomial or exponential time “packing criteria”: For EDF-based partitioning scheduling of LL
tasks, the condition that must be satisfied for a set
of tasks Γ ⊆ τ to be safely “packed” together on
the same processor (i.e., the tasks of Γ will always

meet all deadlines onPthe assigned processor according to EDF) is that
τi ∈Γ ei /pi ≤ 1. Thus, it can
be determined whether a task can be assigned to a
processor in constant-time during the assignment phase
of the partitioning algorithm. Furthermore, the above
condition is an exact condition for EDF-scheduling of LL
tasks. However, for DM-scheduling of LL tasks or both
EDF and DM scheduling of sporadic tasks, all known
exact packing conditions require pseudo-polynomial or
exponential time in the worst-case.
3) Multiple ordering criteria: Most polynomial-time
heuristics and approximation algorithms for bin-packing
work by ordering the items according the size of the
item. Then, items are packed into the bins according
to this set order. This approach does not easily work
for sporadic task systems. Specifically, what is the size
of the item? Execution time? Utilization? There are
numerous possible choices for ordering criteria. Recent
research [11], [15] has ordered task in non-decreasing
relative deadline order; however, whether this is the best
choice is unclear.
III. K NOWN R ESULTS
For LL task systems, multiprocessor scheduling is well
understood for both the global [1], [9], [24] and partitioned [19], [21] scheduling paradigms. For global scheduling
of LL tasks, there are optimal scheduling algorithms [9].
For both EDF and DM based partitioning, there are known
algorithms with nearly “tight” resource-augmentation speed1
[2], [19]. In a slightly
approximation ratios equal to 2 − m
different approximation setting, Eisenbrand and Rothvoß [14]
show the following: if task system τ is feasible on m unitspeed processors, then for any fixed  > 0 there exists
algorithm that can schedule τ (according to DM or any other
static-priority uniprocessor algorithm) on at most (1+)·m+1
processors each of speed (1 + ). The preceding algorithm
is known as a polynomial-time approximation scheme since
its time complexity is polynomial in the number of tasks.
Furthermore, they show that unless P=NP, an asymptotic fully
polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS)1 cannot exist
for DM-based partitioned scheduling of LL tasks.
Only recently have researchers begun to develop schedulability analysis for multiprocessor scheduling of sporadic
task systems. For global scheduling of sporadic task systems,
sufficient schedulability conditions have been developed for
both global EDF [4], [7], [12] and DM [5], [10], [13]. Similarly,
sufficient schedulability conditions have been developed for
polynomial-time partitioned scheduling when each processor
is scheduled according to EDF [11] or DM [15]. The current
best-known resource-augmentation approximation ratios for
partitioned or global scheduling of sporadic task systems are
summarized in Table I. In each entry, we give the best-known
1 An FPTAS is a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) that has
an approximation ratio of (1 + ) time complexity that is polynomial in both
the number of tasks and 1/.
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1
2
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Both EDF and DM:
2
2
k 2− m
4− m

(from [3], [11], [15])

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF RESOURCE - AUGMENTATION APPROXIMATION RATIOS FOR

that both the upper and lower approximation ratios may
be further reduced.
3) Does an asymptotic PTAS or FPTAS exist for EDFbased partitioned scheduling of sporadic tasks? Under the redefinition of speed-approximation ratio suggested by the previous question, an interesting theoretic
question is whether we also may develop approximation
schemes with a user-specified amount of error.

EACH MULTIPROCESSOR SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

V. C ONCLUSION

approximation ratio for EDF and DM in the first entry and the
best-known lower-bound on the approximation ration in the
second entry. A question mark is used if no result is known.
The lower-bound on the approximation ratio for partitioned
scheduling follows from the theorem below (due to Andersson
and Tovar [3]):
Theorem 1 (from [3]): Any partitioned scheduling algorithm (both EDF and DM based) for sporadic task systems
2
.
cannot have an speed-approximation ratio less than 2 − m
Proof Sketch: Consider the implicit-deadline task system
def
τ = {τ1 = (m − 1, m, m), τ2 = (m − 1, m, m),
P. . . , τm =
(m − 1, m, m), τm+1 = (m, m, m). Note that
τi ∈τ ei /pi
equals m; thus, by [9], τ is schedulable on m unit-speed processors by an optimal global scheduling algorithm. However,
notice that in partitioning scheduling (regardless of uniprocessor scheduling algorithm), tasks τ1 , . . . , τm must each be
on a distinct processor. The task τm+1 does not fit on any
the processors (after assigning the first m tasks) until the
2
processors have been speedup by a factor equal to 2 − m
.
The lower bound on the approximation ratio follows.
IV. O PEN Q UESTIONS
From the previous section, the fact that there are still
several important open fundamental questions on partitionedscheduling of sporadic tasks is evident. In this section, we list
a few important questions:
1) Do polynomial-time partitioning algorithms with
tight speed-approximation ratios exist? From Table I, notice the gap between the best-known speedapproximation ratio and the lower bound from Theorem 1. In other words, we are interested in whether
current polynomial-time approaches can be improved.
2) Is comparing partitioned scheduling with global
feasibility approaches fair? The lower bound result of
Theorem 1 compares the speed required for the example
task system with the optimal global approach. However,
it is worth noting that no partitioning algorithm (even
one that used exhaustive enumeration) could schedule
the example task system on any processing platform
2
slower than 2 − m
. Thus, we may consider whether a
redefinition of the speed-approximation ratio to be with
respect to the optimal partitioning approach would be
beneficial. Given this redefinition, it may be possible

In this paper, we have only very briefly summarized a
subset of the results on partitioned scheduling for sporadic
tasks. Given these prior results, we have identified some
fundamental questions on partitioning that remain open. It
is our hope that future research efforts will be focused on
answering these fundamental questions. We believe that many
more practical design issues for developing real-time systems
on multicore platforms require a fundamental understanding
of which partitioning and resource-allocation algorithms have
acceptable (and provably) performance guarantees. Using such
approaches may well minimize the amount of computational
resources that need to be allocated to a given real-time
application on a multicore platform.
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